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Abstract 

Agreement on exactly how to understand the use of URIs 

in data to provide information has been hard to come by.  

As no consensus seems likely to emerge, we propose in-

stead to improve interoperability by standardizing meta-

documentation, without taking a position on any of the 

underlying debates about standards or terminology. 
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Introduction 

When URIs appear in data destined for consumption by 

applications, sometimes the data gives information about 

what is retrievable from a URI, such as a biography or an 

image, while in other cases it gives information about the 

entity described or depicted by what is retrieved, such as 

a person or a landscape.  The effectiveness of these two 

kinds of URI usage depends on retrieval, since by follow-

ing the URI one obtains either the entity or its descrip-

tion, and thus one learns what is being talked about.  

While humans can usually discriminate between these two 

modes of use based on what "makes sense", applications 
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cannot in general do so.  Therefore, in formal notations 

for data, the context in which the URI occurs must make 

clear which mode is intended in each case if reliable con-

clusions are to be drawn from the data by an application. 

Long-running disagreements surround this topic, particu-

larly with respect to conflicting interpretations of the rele-

vant standards and differing usages of terms of art such 

as ‘representation’, ‘resource’, ‘identify’ and ‘meaning’.  

This analysis intentionally attempts to avoid all of this, by 

using none of the contentious terminology and focusing 

on practice with respect to a common sub-case (hashless 

retrieval-enabled http: URIs) and assuming only a very 

simple model of web retrieval. 

The problem 

Information associated with URIs in data may be intended 

to be understood in one of two ways: 
1. As information about the entity retrievable from 

the URI 
2. As information about whatever that entity de-

scribes or depicts 

An example where (2) is probably meant is 

{     "@id": "http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/", 

 "birthday": "1955-06-08" } 

whereas 

{     "@id": "http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/", 

 "last 

  modified": "2012-06-08" } 

is more likely to be an example of (1). 

(Note that, as in the above examples, we confine our-

selves in this paper to retrieval-enabled hashless http: 

URIs, whose results are monolithic, not composite.) 

Some properties naturally apply in case (1), depending on 

the particular kind of entity, see Table 1. 

Some properties apply to pretty much any retrievable 

entity, such as last_modified, creator, signature and li-

cense, and some only to particular sub-categories, as for 

example location and camera for photographic images. 

On the other hand the space of properties which may ap-

pear in case (2) is much larger, depending as it does pri-

marily on the type of thing described or depicted, see 

Table 2.  

A human being with a good command of English, looking 

at the examples above, would have no difficulty knowing 

that the birthday example contains information about a 

person, and so must be a case of (2), whereas the 

last_modified example contains information about a re-

trievable entity, and so must be a case of (1). 

But there are at least two problems that arise: 
a) Computer programs don't have the same exten-

sive and reliable knowledge of English necessary 
to make the necessary distinction; 

b) Sometimes one retrievable entity describes an-
other, in which case properties appropriate to re-
trievable entities will be ambiguous. 

Proxy pages and landing pages 

When a retrievable entity describes another entity, we call 

the first a proxy page for the second.  If the second enti-

ty is also retrievable, the first is a particular kind of proxy 

page which we call the landing page for the second. 

For example 

 http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/ 

might be used as a proxy page for Tim Berners-Lee him-

self. 

On the other hand, 

 http://www.w3.org/2011/05/w3cteam.html 

is a landing page for the image at 

 http://www.w3.org/2011/05/team-photo.jpg 

 

image  resolution, di-

mensions, sub-

ject 

 audio/video   duration, codec 

 HTML   authoring tool 

 [data]   schema, prove-

nance 

Table 1. Retrievable entity types                        

and properties 

people   birthdate, gender, 

nationality, na-

tive_language, . . 

. 

[earthly] 

locations  

 latitude, longi-

tude, elevation, 

extent, . . . 

 words   language, 

spelling, pronunci-

ation, 

part_of_speech, 

etymology, . . . 

works of art   author, pub_date, 

copyright, lan-

guage, . . .  

Table 2. Non-retrievable entity 

types and properties 



 

Figure 1. The relationship be-

tween a URI, entities and proper-

ties 

If we find 

{    "@id": "http://www.w3.org/2011/05/w3cteam.html", 

 "last_ 

 modified": "24 May 2011 09:00:21 GMT" } 

how can we tell if it is the landing page or the image itself 

which is being described? This is problem (b) above. 

Problem (a) may arise whenever any program works with 

data involving URIs from one or more external sources. In 

particular, if the practices, as regards (1) vs. (2), are not 

known for each property as used by each data source, the 

program may interpret the information supplied incorrect-

ly or inconsistently. 

One example of how this may happen is when URIs are 

used to combine information from multiple sources. If a 

program harvests our two original Berners-Lee examples 

from different sources and, on the basis of their shared 

@id, and combines them to produce 

{      "@id": "http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/", 

     "last_ 

   modified": "2012-06-08", 

  "birthday": "1955-06-08" } 

in the absence of any differentiating information about 

last_modified versus birthday with respect to the (1) vs. 

(2) distinction, then something at least odd, and at worst 

flat-out wrong, has occurred. 

Towards a solution 

So, how might such differentiating information be sup-

plied? 

Before we introduce best practices for doing this, we need 

a bit more terminology for properties associated with 

URIs: 

 We use ERf(U) for the entity retrievable from a 

URI U; 

 We use EDb(ERf(U)) for the entity described or 

depicted by ERf(U) 

For properties appearing in conjunction with a URI U 

 We call those intended to supply information 

about ERf(U) immediate properties; 

 We call those intended to supply information 

about EDb(ERf(U)) shorthand properties; 

When consuming the information in our Berners-Lee ex-

amples above, what any program needs to know is that 

last_modified is an immediate property, and birthday is 

a shorthand property, as diagrammed in Figure 1. 

But shorthand for what?  As the diagram makes clear, 

birthday is short for the composition of EDb and 

watch_this_space.  So what about that property? Bern-

ers-Lee himself cannot be retrieved via HTTP, so 

watch_this_space can’t be an immediate property for 

use in conjunction with some (hashless, retrieval-

enabled) URI.  We’ll call such properties, which can only 

appear with some form of indirect URI, real properties.  A 

better name for watch_this_space then would be re-

al_birthday. 

Real properties and immediate properties are similar, in 

that they map directly onto properties of entities, in con-

trast to shorthand properties, which have to be under-

stood as a composite.  Tennison [4] groups real and im-

mediate under the name ‘direct’ on the basis of a similar 

analysis. 

Annotation methodology 

Authors of property vocabularies for use in conjunction 

with URIs in should document how the properties within 

the vocabulary should be interpreted, whether as being 



 

properties of content on the web located at the URIs or of 

the things described by proxy pages located at the URIs. 

Although in principle the form such documentation should 

take is unconstrained, to maximize interoperability it 

makes sense to use the same form in which the data itself 

is communicated.  Its content, at a minimum, needs 

simply to enumerate properties and classify them as im-

mediate, shorthand or real.  Documentation of short-

hand properties should also include the name of the real 

or immediate property which they are short for.  For the 

example above, this would mean documenting birthday as 

a shorthand  property, short for real_birthday. 

Documentation of how enumeration and classification of 

properties is done belongs with documentation for the 

API, media type or schema governing the data and its 

means of delivery to applications.  Such meta-

documentation will enable application developers to write 

code which correctly locates and interprets the property 

classification information relevant to the data their appli-

cation is intended to consume, and that in turn will enable 

the correct interpretation of properties as they are pro-

cessed, thereby avoiding the problems identified above. 

Conclusion 

The goal of the work reported here is to provide a basis 

for interoperability of data containing URIs, whether that 

data is expressed in JSON, RDF, XML or any other format.  

Unlike a number of previous approaches to the acknowl-

edged problems in this area, it does not depend on 

agreement on one of the many competing ‘correct’ inter-

pretations of URIs.  For success, it requires only that all 

concerned acknowledge that their interpretation is not 

universal, and therefore that documenting property se-

mantics as outlined above is not only a necessary part of 

good Web citizenship, but in every data provider’s self-

interest, in that it ensures the widest possible successful 

exploitation of the data which they publish. 

Agreeing a standard form for such documentation in each 

appropriate context (e.g. RDF, JSON LD) is the next step. 
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Further reading 

An extended discussion of the history of this topic can be 

found at the TAG’s wiki page for TAG Issue 57, Mecha-

nisms for obtaining information about the meaning of a 

given URI [3]. 

An extended version of the perspective and approach pre-

sented in this paper can be found in Tennison 2013 [4]. 
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